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Our Aims - Covering the Winterbourne, Hambrook and the wider Frome Valley area. We are
passionate about the environment and building a strong inclusive community.

CONTENTS OVERVIEW

CONTACT US
We hope you enjoy this newsletter, if you have any
feedback or suggestions for local actions we could be
taking please get in touch. Email :
winterbourneenvironmental@gmail.com

In addition, if you would like to subscribe to receive
future e-mails and notices via e-mail and share your
views on local environmental issues please complete
this questionnaire. Subscribe : WEG Questionnaire

Please follow us on Facebook to keep up with current
news and any events being planned.

•

Update on Rewilding on the Hambrook
Common

•

Tree planting

•

Frome Valley Growing Project

•

Big March Litter Campaign

•

Exciting news about funding

•

Ecologi planting

•

One Planet Matters

Facebook : @Winterbourneenvironmentalgroup
Please consider donating money to WEG to assist in progressing our many objectives and projects.
WEG PayPal Donations
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We are planning a co-ordinated litter pick in March for
the ‘Big Spring Clean’ this will allow for social
distancing while still working together as a community
to improve the local area.
Litter poses a huge problem to the environment and a
risk to wildlife, particular in the spring when litter can
be mistakenly used as nesting material or sometimes
food. In addition, as the plastic gets broken up, it ends
up in the rivers, in the food chains and out to sea. It's
not just local vandalism, it's eco vandalism.
Litter picking equipment, safety equipment (such as
gloves and hi-visibility vests) plus a safety briefing will
be available to enable family groups or individuals to go
out and help us tackle to problem of litter in our local
area. Litter pickers will need to stay in their family
bubbles so that no group mixing occurs, and other
Covid safe rules will be followed. If you are interested
in helping in any way or taking part at a time that suits
you, please contact us on the details provided above
and we will organise appropriate equipment.
On our YouTube channel, our vice-chair Duncan Porter
has been looking at how rubbish decomposes in the
environment and how even what looks like cardboard

can contain damaging substances that can stay around
causing problems for a long time.
Our channel can be
found by searching for
Winterbourne
Environmental Group on
YouTube or by using this
link Winterbourne and
Frome Valley
Environmental Group
YouTube Channel
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behind-the-scenes admin like
first aid courses, DBS checks
and insurance.
We have already received the
cheque and once paid in we’ll
be able to get the ball rolling
with many of our projects in
time for the spring.
All of us in the Winterbourne and Frome Valley
Environmental Group would like to say a HUGE
“Thank You!” to the Co-Op for this fantastic scheme.
Funding Boost from the Co-Op
We are very pleased to announce that we have been Thanks to Beth and Sue from the Co-op (photo) for
successful in our bid for funding from the Co-Op
arranging this and handing the cheque to Penny
Local Community Fund. We have received £250. This Sykes (WEG Treasurer)
money will be incredibly helpful in supporting the

We Need Volunteers!
Can you help us? We need people with lots of
different skills. We have two particular roles at the
moment that we really need help with.
Flower Planters We would like to plant up and
maintain flower planters around Winterbourne to
improve the look of the area and have more green
things finding a home in the midst of our village. We
need someone to take on this whole project,
propose it to the Parish Council for agreement and
manage procuring and planting up the planters and
placing them around the area. The rest of the team
will be able to offer support but we need someone
to lead on this for us. If you think you can take on
this project, please let us know, it would be a really
lovely thing to have in a similar way to the planters
that Frampton Flowers have in Frampton Cotterell.
Please contact us on email if you can help.

Signs We have some wildflower or rewilding areas
under planning for this year. Our lessons from last
year was that guarding against accidental mowing is
critical to the success of these projects.
We need a number of small signs which can be
placed on sticks—roughly A4/A3 size which will last
at least a year out in the open and stuck into the
mud. We want them to be informative for example
“Leaving wild for the birds and bees” and we also
need some of the ‘Blue Hearts’ as used by the Blue
Heart Rewilding campaign. Please contact us on
email if you can help
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Tree Planting
This autumn, we received our previously ordered
batch of trees from the Woodland Trust. This was
made up of roughly 280 trees all wildlife friendly and
suitable for hedging or small solitary trees. We were
so excited to have them arrive and to plan where we
would be placing them.
In the circumstances we
found ourselves in this
autumn, it became clear
that a lot of local planting
opportunities would not be
available to us.
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We are really keen
to find other areas
in the parish and
beyond where we
can organise tree
planting.
We would love to start a community orchard, the fruit
from which would be available to be picked by anyone
and would also enhance the local area and provide
food for wildlife.

We therefore took
advantage of our link with
Frome Valley Growing
Project and agreed that
the full quota of trees
could be planted on this
plot.
Trees have
been shown to
Trees are vital. As the biggest plants on the planet, they prevent
give us oxygen, store carbon, stabilise the soil and give flooding and
life to the world’s wildlife. They also provide us with the soil erosion,
materials for tools and shelter.
absorbing
thousands of
Not only are trees essential for life, but as the longest litres of
living species on earth, they give us a link between the stormwater.
past, present and future. It’s critical that woodlands,
Trees boost
rainforests and trees in other settings are preserved
wildlife
and sustainably managed across the world.
Trees host
Trees benefit health
complex
The canopies of trees act as a physical filter, trapping
microhabitats.
dust and absorbing pollutants from the air. They also
When young,
provide shade from solar radiation and reduce noise.
they offer
habitation and
Research shows that within minutes of being
food to amazing communities of birds, insects, lichen
surrounded by trees and green space, your blood
and fungi. When ancient, their trunks also provide the
pressure drops, your heart rate slows and your stress
hollow cover needed by species such as bats,
levels come down.
woodboring beetles, tawny owls and woodpeckers.
Trees benefit the environment
One mature oak can be home to as many as 500
Trees absorb carbon dioxide as they grow and the
different species.
carbon that they store in their wood helps slow the
Trees protect the future
rate of global warming.

Why are trees so important?
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Supporting Wildlife in your Garden during
the Colder Months
The main thing you can do to support wildlife in your
garden is to not be so tidy! Leaf piles, stick piles and
debris, longer grass and seed heads left on plants
which have gone over. A wild area also provides a
home for insects which will help support the bird and
hedgehog population that visit your garden.
Building a hedgehog house will support them in their
hibernation and can be done with things you have
lying around rather than buying a more expensive
ready made one.
Bird boxes as well, are used by birds for shelter in
winter in bad weather and they will often return to
nest there in the spring.
Hedges are amazing supports to wildlife and although

Hedgehog Houses
To make your hedgehog
house you need an old box
such as a wooden wine
crate, wood to make a
tunnel, and some dry
leaves, hay or straw to fill
the box to keep the
hedgehogs nice and cosy.
Put it in the quietest part of
the garden and cover with
leaves or logs to make it
look as natural as possible
The Wildlife Trust have
published a guide on how
to build a hedgehog house
and there are a lot of
videos and guides online
which also give detailed
guidance.

they require a little maintenance they don’t tend to
get blown over in high winds. Evergreen hedges such
as holly 'Handsworth New Silver' and firethorn
'Teton' (Pyracantha) not only provide year round
colour but their berries provide winter food for garden
birds.
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Hambrook Common Wildlife Planting

Photo shows the Whiteshill Common Working Party - led by our Chair Laura Fogg Rogers and a key Committee
Member and co-founder of the group Jane Antrobus
In October, we took the opportunity to organise a working party on Whiteshill Common and get some wildlife
supporting plug plants into the part of the common which is being left un-mown for the second year running. This
has been done with the full support of the Parish Council and we hope to continue this positive working
relationship.

The area was raked after its autumn mow, and the collected grass taken away, this is key to the management of a
wildflower meadow. The plug plants were then placed in small collections, and planted by the volunteers. The
event was well supported and we managed to work in a social distanced manner while still allowing for a good
community spirit.
It will be wonderful to see these plants coming through and making for a really lovely display in the spring and
summer. There are many more plans in the
pipeline for this piece of land, but in the
short term we are looking to make sure the
area is clearly marked and that the benefits
of leaving the area without regular mowing
can be shared with the people visiting the
area.
Last year we had many plants and grasses
naturally occurring in this space and this
should improve year on year, as (we hope)
will the numbers and variety of insects, birds
and other wildlife drawn to the area.
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Frome Valley Growing Project is a local project to grow and produce food for members
and the local community from a site rented just off Swan Lane in Winterbourne.
The group are growing food as a community in a more sustainable way that depends
less on fossil fuel and uses permaculture growing methods, working with and supporting
nature.

Frome Valley Growing Project Winter Tree
Planting
Although it is not a major growing season and despite
lockdown restrictions, we have been very busy on our
site, and we have even
extended the site to
include an equally large
piece of land to the side of
the original plot. Our plans
for the ‘Food Forest’ have
therefore been extended
and we have been happy
to receive funds from
Winterbourne Parish
Council for orchard trees
and additional tree
donations from One
Planet Matters which is a
charity based in Hambrook, which will allow us to plant
a community orchard on a section of the new strip of
land.

Thank you to One Planet Matters to the donated
trees for our Community Orchard planting.

https://www.oneplanetmatters.com/

Our autumn tree planting allowed us to make
considerable headway with a hedge to separate our
new larger plot with the standard arable fields next
door to our field. The trees were provided by Woodland
Trust and we managed to plant all 280 trees within the
fortnight of receiving them because the member
families all put huge effort in to get the whips planted
as quickly as we could. In a lot of cases the weather was
rainy and cold and we managed to work within social
distancing rules to make sure we were not putting
anybody at risk.
We are really looking
forward to the spring and a
time to get our seeds
growing again, we are
hoping to get a lot of our
over the course of the previous summer and already is
food forest into the soil
showing a lovely variety of wild plants and flowers. We
before the end of February. have also planted some wildlife supporting trees dotted
The rest of the new plot we around on this plot, and we really hope that in a few
short years it will look completely different here.
are hoping to rewild. This
has already been left wild
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2. Ensuring those impacted most by climate
breakdown and nature loss are heard and centrestage in decision-making.
3. Protecting workers and communities through a just
transition from a fossil fuel-dependent economy to
a low-carbon, nature-rich, circular economy,
including delivering over 14,000 new jobs.
4. Introducing policies and measures that ensure new
The 2021 West of England mayoral election will be held on
development is net zero carbon and existing homes
the 6th May 2021 to elect the mayor of the West of England,
are brought up to high energy-standards, and
this is the same day as other local elections across the
addressing fuel poverty.
country.
5. At least doubling public transport use, cycling and
It will be the second election for the role. The mayor will be
walking within the next 10 years, to cut emissions
and ensure everyone can breathe clean air.
elected by the supplementary vote system.
6. Powering the region with clean, renewable energy,
Friends of the Earth see this as a huge opportunity for the
reaping the economic and job opportunities that
person moving into this role as the Mayor of West of England
this brings.
has important powers they can use in ensuring the West of
7. Greening the region by increasing tree cover,
England is as climate and nature friendly as possible.
protecting nature, and eliminating green-space
deprivation.
They have suggested a Climate Action Plan for the West of
8. Becoming a zero-waste region by 2030 without
England Mayor.
relying on landfill or incineration, to reduce
https://takeclimateaction.uk/download/climate-action-planpressures on nature from resource extraction and
west-england-mayor
pollution.
9.
Calling on the local government pension scheme to
We need the mayor to commit to:
divest from fossil fuels, to stop profiting from
environmental harm.
1. Ensuring all infrastructure plans, programmes and
investment decisions – including COVID-19 recovery 10. Initiating a massive green-retrofit skills training
programme to create the workforce to make all our
plans – are in line with what’s needed to address
homes net zero carbon.
the climate and ecological emergency, and in line
with the region’s carbon budget and carbon
Ask your mayor to build a fairer, greener future.
reduction pathway.
Photo ; Ryan Chubb

Creating Wildlife Corridors from our Roadside Verges

winterbourneenvironmental@gmail.com

The benefits of leaving roadside verges unmowed or
planting with native wildflower species can have
massive beneficial effects, improving biodiversity and
supporting plants and insects which thrive in these
areas particularly.

Thank you!

In fact, the flowering verges have been shown to have a
beneficial effect on the mental wellbeing of drivers and
have not been shown to have negatives in the case of
safety if managed correctly.
We are keen to support more verge rewilding in the
coming year, as this would make a huge impact on the
amount of wildlife-supporting plants in our local
community. Please let us know if you feel this is a good
idea as the local council will only support this if they
feel a large portion of the community thinks this is a
good idea! Please email us with comments on

WEG Newsletter
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Sustainability and Wildlife Reading
At this time of year when nature can be a bit wild and chilly,
it can be nice to spend time with nature in the warm with a
book instead! These are my recommended reads, I’m
particularly enjoying ‘Wilding’ if you haven’t read it I would
really recommend it.

It would be great to start a book club, or a book share - if anyone
is keen to manage this or organise, please get in touch! It is
much better for us to share our books rather than buy new, and
there are some great second hand shops out there as well.
by Sharon Hancock
Contact us on winterbourneenvironmental@gmail.com
Dingle Community Woodland
Area
The group and other volunteers
have been working hard in the
Dingle Community Woodland
Area nestled on the north side of
the Frome Valley. The work so far
has included repairing steps,
cutting back, creating a
composting area and clearing
brambles
fromChubb
the old picnic
Photo ; Ryan
area, with an aim to reseed the
area in the Spring.

many nature reserves is a great
way to stay fit and connect with
the wildlife that lives on our
doorstep. During our last meeting
before lockdown, we were even
lucky enough to see a kingfisher
working alongside us in the
valley!

We have a selection of tools
provided by the Parish Council
and we welcome new volunteers.
Get in touch if you would like to
help at any time when
Helping at one of Winterbourne’s restrictions are lifted.

Upcoming Environmental Awareness
Dates
FEBRUARY
Fair Trade Fortnight
from 22nd February to 7th March.
MARCH
The Great British Spring Clean
Organised by the Keep Britain Tidy
campaign

APRIL
Earth Day
22nd April. The Earth Day Network works
around the world to work towards
changing things for the better when it
comes to: Climate Action, Science and
Education, People and Communities,
Conservation and Restoration and Plastic
and Pollution.
MAY
No Mow May
For the whole month of May don’t mow
your lawn! “Changing your mowing
routine and allowing plants to flower can
create enough nectar for ten times more
bees and other pollinators. You’re also
more likely to spot a greater variety of
flowers popping up in your garden.”
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One Planet Matters has launched its Change Maker Initiative.
We want as many people as possible to use keep cups and we would like you to take one and pay
what you can afford. The main thing is that they are used, and used again and again. Please help
us reduce the use of single use cups.
If you are able to pay something then your money will be used to support our Change Maker
Initiative which is focused on promoting environmentally positive activities.
One Planet Matters is a social enterprise involved in
promoting environmentally positive activities and
promoting understanding and awareness through
our social media. To find out more visit our website
and Facebook
https://www.oneplanetmatters.com/
We will provide you with a promotional strut card
and each cup comes with information about care
and info about One Planet Matters.

Rural England). In addition there was a ‘lifestyle’ group
which met about twice monthly in someone’s house.
This was mainly to do with healthy eating, growing
One of our newer members, Gill Parker shared some
fresh produce and the group bought in bulk and shared
information about a group which started in the 1970's
- honey, brown rice, etc. In addition, Gill grew on some
– Gill was a member of Winterbourne Action Group
trees for Frank Smith which were used in the Bradley
for the Environment. We thought it would be great to
Brook project.
hear more about this and see if there is anything we
can pick up from this previous group. Gill shared the
following - the group was active in the late 70s/early
80s. The Winterbourne Action Group for the
Environment was purely monitoring any proposed
Photo
; Ryan Chubb
developments
in the village and taking some action if
we thought necessary. Kathleen Marsh was a key link
and a staunch member of CPRE (Campaign to Protect

Winterbourne’s History of
Environmentalism

Ecologi
Ecologi is a company which offers the possibility to fund Climate Projects and set yourself Eco Goals, to work together
collectively to tackle climate change.
We have set up an account and this is something we would encourage people to donate to if they feel it is appropriate for
such things as the litter picking or other local community work we are taking part in.
Winterbourne and Frome Valley Environmental Group Ecologi Forest
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Get Involved
Winterbourne and the
Frome Valley has some
amazing and beautiful
countryside. If you want
to help us in our aims to

protect the local area and
support the local wildlife
by taking an active role in
our group, please get in
touch.

Winterbourne and Frome Valley

Contact Details
Our contact information is
shown on the front page,
please do get in touch if
you want to offer any
support or suggestions
we are keen to hear from
everybody.
Contact Details

